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Integrated GFC-700 Autopilot
The Garmin G1000 MTS has the Garmin integrated GFC-700 autopilot controls, including navigation, approach, 

altitude, vertical speed, and flight level change. The GFC-700 autopilot also includes the same high-end 

vertical navigation operations found in Cessna aircraft, along with control wheel steering and go-around 

commands. F2Si provides all the advanced autopilot capability the Garmin G1000 has to offer.

The MTS comes complete with a laptop computer and powerful flight simulation software. The computer can be placed on top of the 

primary flight display and serve as either an external display or the instructor interface. A topographical, airport, and navaid database 

is provided for the continent of use.

The instructor can place the aircraft in any location, adjust weather conditions, and invoke a wide range of aircraft failures and G1000 

failures—such as GIA 1 or GIA 2, the Air Data Computer, AHRS system, engine/airframe unit, autopilot, and more.

Need to take your flight training on the road? The G1000 MTS collapses into a convenient case for easy mobility. 

Use it around the office, in a hotel or other remote location—whenever/wherever you need it. You can even 

check it in at the airline check-in desk.

Setup and tear-down takes only minutes. The system’s mobility and flexibility maximizes training possibilities, 

and also enhances value for you, your customers, and your organization.

Full Training Simulation

Complete G1000 Training in a Compact and Convenient Package

Garmin G1000
Mobile Training Station

The Garmin G1000 Mobile Training Station (MTS) is a complete Avionics training package that 

comes in a small desktop configuration that easily collapses into a convenient carrying case. 

The MTS uses the OEM equipment from Garmin – they work like the real aircraft parts because 

they are the real aircraft parts.

• Flight Training on the go: Portable, compact, easy to set up & use 24/7

• Cost-effective option for advanced instrument training programs

• Uses actual Garmin G1000 equipment



• Updateable: When Garmin comes out with new firmware, the G1000 MTS 
can be updated to match.

• Networkable: Build a classroom training environment that can be 
controlled through one instructor station.

• Uncompromising: Unlike a digital replication, using the real equipment 
allows the authentic functionality and tactile feel.

• Compact: Whether it is carried in the storage compartment of a Cessna 172 
or checked on an airliner, the G1000 MTS is small enough to go with you.

ABOUT US
F2Si is an established producer of simulation training devices. F2Si designs, 

builds, and delivers training simulation devices that meet the level of specificity 

required by our customers. F2Si focuses on the customer’s needs to provide 

low cost, reconfigurable devices, or highly sophisticated aircraft, ballast control 

rooms, or other non-aviation industrial environment training solutions.
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Electrical Requirements 

100-250 VAC in the US & 220-240 VAC for Non-US

Garmin G1000 Box Containing:

 PFD: Garmin GDU-1044b

 MFD: Garmin GDU-1044b

Audio Control Panel: GMA1347
(Other Garmin display components
available on request.)

Case

Weight

Unit Assembled (with Laptop on PFD)

Major Components

 Length Width Height

 24.6” 19.7” 14.4”

 62.4 cm 50.0 cm 36.5 cm

 Total 58lbs 26.3kg

 Unit 34lbs 15.4kg

 Case 24lbs 10.8kg 

 Length Width Height

 9.6” 30.3” 22.0”

 24.3 cm 76.9 cm 55.9 cm

Laptop Computer

Multifunction Joystick

Universal Power Supply

F2Si can also provide the following ancillary features: 
•  Synthetic vision, chart view, and TAWS.  These features  are loaded 

easily and provide the same capabilities as you would expect in the 
aircraft.  

•  Table platform. Elevates the unit from table surface (about 3”), making 
it easier to operate the lower controls. Includes space to conceal power 
supply and wires. Platform has the same finish as the MTS, giving the entire 
assembly a sleek and seamless appearance.

•  Yoke and rudder pedals which can control the same features as the 
joystick. 

F2Si reserves the right to modify system specifications at any time.
Garmin photos courtesy of Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries.

Synthetic Vision Stimulated
on a GDU1040

Optional equipment shown.

Contact F2Si to learn more about how the
Garmin G1000 MTS can transform

your training operation. 


